To optimize the packaging of peaches and reduce the level of damage occurring during transport, the effect of a gap in the central section at the bottom of packing boxes was investigated on the occurrence of fruit spin caused by vibration. Moreover, the effect of adding adhesive to the foam-nets used to pack each fruit was studied in order to reduce fruit spin. It was found that peaches packed in the usual packaging style (wrapping individual fruit with a foam-net and packaging into a box with a 5 mm thick urethane foam sheet at the bottom) were spun even by the low acceleration level that occurs in actual transport conditions. However, the occurrence of fruit spin was alleviated by reducing the gap at the bottom of the box. Moreover, it was found that adding adhesive to the foam-nets was effective to reduce the fruit spin caused by vibration. Then, the effects of the combination of reducing the gap at the bottom of the box and adding adhesive to foam-nets was investigated with regard to changes in the appearance and firmness of peach fruit. As a result, such a combination might be effective to reduce fruit spin and alleviate the occurrence of pubescence exfoliation and decreases in firmness although not fruit discoloration.
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. Gap and foam-net effects on fruit spin
In the control, the number of spun fruit per box was 6.5 (Table 1 ) . In contrast, the value in the FB was 3.7 , which corresponds to 43% of that in the control. In a vibration test for lettuce, it has been demonstrated that reducing the gap inside the packaging reduced the spin caused by vibration12). Thus, in the FB it was suggested that reducing the gap at the bottom of the box would be effective to reduce the occurrence of fruit spin. As for the reason why the degree of spin is reduced, it is known that reducing the gap inside the packaging decreased the transmission of acceleration and / or the occurrence of resonance in packaged peach6) and goods14). Thus in the treatment, decreasing the gap in the bottom of the box might be effective to reduce these factors. The result also suggested that peaches could be spun in conventional packaging by low acceleration levels that occur during actual transport. Moreover, the result demonstrated that a sheet of urethane foam laid at the bottom of the box in the conventional packaging was not enough to reduce the gap.
Despite using a conventional box, the fruit spin in the AFN was decreased significantly to 31% of that of the control. This indicated that adding adhesive to the foam-nets contributed to reduce the spin.
From above results, the combination of reducing the gap at the bottom of the box and adding adhesive to the foam-nets could be expected to further reduce the occurrence of spin. In fact, the number of spun fruit in the FB+AFN was only 0.3, ( Fig . 3 B ) . box in the control was 5.0 (Table 2 ) , and it was suggested that the pubescence was exfoliated through the spinning of fruit. In the FB+AFN, such fruit was only 0.7 , and this indicated that exfoliation could be alleviated through reducing the occurrence of fruit spin. There was concern that pubescence exfoliation could occur when the fruit were detached from the adhesive-coated foam-nets, although such problems were not observed.
In the control, fruit firmness immediately decreased after vibration treatment. The values after 2 and 4 days were 89 and 88% of the non-vibrated values, respectively (Fig. 4) Vertical bars indicate the SE of averages (3 replicates with 4 peaches each).
